Knowledge tracing (KT) refers to a machine learning technique to assess a student's level of understanding (or knowledge state) based on the student's past performance in exercise-solving. KT accepts a series of question-answer pairs as an input and iteratively updates the knowledge state of the student, eventually returning the probability of the student solving a given question. To estimate the accurate knowledge state, a KT model should imitate the learning and forgetting mechanisms of the student. Deep learningbased KT models, proposed recently, show a higher predictive performance than traditional machine learning-based KT models due to the representative power of neural networks. The dynamic key value memory network (DKVMN), a kind of memory augmented neural network (MANN), is a stateof-the-art KT model, but it has some limitations. DKVMN does not utilize information from a current knowledge state and overestimates the amount of forgetting when updating the knowledge state. To improve the learning and forgetting mechanism of the DKVMN, we propose a knowledge tracing model that incorporates: (1) an adaptive knowledge growth depending on the current knowledge state, and (2) an additional loss term that can regularize the degree of forgetting. To measure the degree of forgetting of the KT model, we define a positive update ratio (PUR) that can complement the predictive performance metric (AUC). According to our experiments using four public benchmarks, the proposed approaches outperform the original DKVMN in terms of both AUC (predictive performance) and PUR (degree of forgetting).
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Knowledge tracing (KT) is a machine learning-based task that identifies the current knowledge states of students based on their past performance (Corbett and Anderson 1994; Piech et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2017a) . KT plays crucial roles for intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) (Brusilovsky, Schwarz, and Weber 1996; Goodkovsky 2004; Burns et al. 2014) to provide high-quality education service to students. Figure 1 shows the framework of an ITS. A tutoring system provides appropriate educational services (e.g., lectures and exercises) to a student. The student then gives feedback to the system through solving the exercise, and KT estimates the knowledge state of the student. Based on the estimated understanding of the student, the tutoring system recommends an educational item to the student.
Several studies on improving the predictive performance of KT models, such as item response theory (IRT) (Embretson and Reise 2013), Bayesian knowledge tracing (BKT) (Corbett and Anderson 1994) , and performance factor analysis (PFA) (Pavlik Jr, Cen, and Koedinger 2009) , have been proposed. These approaches have limitations including the fact that exercises should be labelled by experts and an exercise can be mapped to only one concept.
Deep learning-based models have a very high capacity compared to traditional machine learning-based models and can model components that traditional models cannot. Recently, deep learning-based KT models, such as deep knowledge tracing (DKT) (Piech et al. 2015) and dynamic key value memory networks (DKVMN) (Zhang et al. 2017a) which is state-of-the-art, have been proposed, showing a large performance improvement over previous hand-crafted models. Deep learning-based KT models do not need expert labors and can map one exercise to many concepts.
To be good at tracing students' knowledge, a KT model requires modeling of both learning and forgetting mechanisms of the student. Learning is an increase in concept mastery level over studying (Rohrer 2009) and forgetting is a decrease in concept mastery level over time, reducing the probability of answering correctly (Ebbinghaus 2013) .
In this paper, we analyze the DKVMN model from the learning and forgetting perspective. Firstly, we improve the learning process of the model by exploiting the insight of the cognitive science and increase the predictive performance. Secondly, we identify the cause of the forgetting that occurs in DKVMN and eliminate the forgetting caused by the limitations of the model, not by the data.
Several researches of cognitive science suggest that students have different degrees of knowledge growth even if they solve the same problem because of their different knowledge states (Wandersee, Mintzes, and Novak 1994) . A probabilistic graphic model based KT (Reddy, Labutov, and Joachims 2016) assumes that the more knowledge a student have, the larger the growth is, and calculates the knowledge growth based on current knowledge state. In DKVMN, knowledge growth depends on question-answer pairs only and is independent of the current knowledge state. In this paper, we propose an adaptive knowledge growth that reflects Figure 1 : Overview of the intelligent tutoring system framework. Tutoring system provides educational services to a student, and the student solves some exercises. Knowledge tracing model estimates the knowledge state of the student from the given performance. Tutoring model recommends appropriate educational contents to the student based on estimated knowledge state.
the current state of knowledge and have identified performance improvements. In the DKVMN model, we observed a decrease in the probability of answering correctly at time step t + 1 given a positive response at time t, and define this decrease as the forgetting of KT. To explain the cause of forgetting of the model, we introduce two types of forgetting: a dataoriented forgetting and a model-oriented forgetting. The data-oriented forgetting means the real forgetting of a student, which exists in the sequence of interaction. KT models should consider data-oriented forgetting to estimate the knowledge of a student well. However, the model-oriented forgetting arise from the limitation of the DKVMN model and this type of forgetting should be eliminated for an accurate estimation of a student's knowledge. According to the experiments, the model-oriented forgetting prevails, and we propose the regularization term which reduces the negative influence of model-oriented forgetting.
To measure the level of forgetting of the DKVMN model, we introduce a new metric, a positive update ratio (PUR∈ [0, 1]), where a small PUR means the forgetting is frequent, and a high PUR means forgetting is rare. The PUR measures the data-oriented forgetting and model-oriented forgetting together, and therefore it is not a virtue to make the PUR close to 1. If PUR=1, it indicates that the DKVMN model failed to learn data-oriented forgetting which is essential to tracing the knowledge of a student. The proposed PUR metric can complement the predictive performance metric (AUC), which measures whether the KT model is learning well.
In this paper, we propose a knowledge tracing model based on DKVMN with improved learning and forgetting processes. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
1. We improve the learning process of DKVMN by applying an adaptive knowledge growth derived from the insight of cognitive science.
2. We introduce the two types of forgetting (data-oriented and model-oriented) to explain the forgetting of a model, and propose the regularization term to reduce the effect of model-oriented forgetting.
3. We define a positive update ratio (PUR) as a new metric for measuring the forgetting of the KT model.
4.
The extensive experiments on the four published benchmarks show the performance improvement in terms of AUC and PUR.
Related Work Learning and forgetting
In order to track students' knowledge state well, it is important to know how students learn and forget. There have been numerous studies on human learning in many fields, such as cognitive science and neuroscience (Atkinson and Shiffrin 1968; Brod, Werkle-Bergner, and Shing 2013). Learning means that the level of concept mastery increases by studying while forgetting means that a student's knowledge decreases over time. As for learning, there is a representative study that the knowledge growths differ depending on the order where exercises are solved (Rohrer 2009), and with respect to forgetting, there is a research that forgetting occurs along an exponential curve (Ebbinghaus 2013) . Learning and forgetting can be estimated indirectly by observing the change in the probability of answering correctly.
Traditional knowledge tracing
There are many machine learnig-based researches to estimate the performance of a student such as regression-based models (Embretson and Reise 2013; Cen, Koedinger, and Junker 2006; Pavlik Jr, Cen, and Koedinger 2009) , matrix factorization-based models (Abdi, Khosravi, and Sadiq ) and Bayesian network-based models (Corbett and Anderson 1994; Käser et al. 2017) . Bayesian knowledge tracing (BKT) (Corbett and Anderson 1994) , which is one of the most prominent KT model, assumes the student's knowledge state as a binary state and models the level of understanding using a hidden Markov model (HMM) (Sonnhammer et al. 1998 ) for each concept. Since the BKT tracks the level of understanding separately for each concept, it does not consider the entanglement between concepts and, hence, dealing with a mixture of exercises involving various concepts is difficult. Traditional KT models basically require experts to label exercise tags directly. Such models have low complexity, and are not enough to express a level of understanding continuously (Corbett and Anderson 1994) .
Deep learning-based knowledge tracing
The first studies that used deep learning in KT were DKT (Piech et al. 2015 ) based on RNN (LeCun, Bengio, and Hinton 2015) and LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997) . The KT treats a hidden state of RNN as the student's knowledge state, assuming that a hidden state represents the level of understanding of whole concepts. After DKT was proposed, there were several studies comparing DKT and BKT (Khajah, Lindsey, and Mozer 2016; Wilson et al. 2016) . DKT differs from BKT in that DKT can deal with several concepts simultaneously for various questions and express the student's knowledge state in a continuous manner instead of a binary form. (Montero et al. 2018) showed that DKT's excellence was due to its capacity to model what BKT could not model, and its ability to interpret an exercise as multiple skills. In the research of (Khajah, Lindsey, and Mozer 2016) , the authors believed that the success of DKT is due to the degree of freedom of the model, not the high-level representation of deep learning. Therefore, they demonstrated that the variants of a shallow BKT model showed better predictive performance than or similar performance to DKT through experiments. In particular, the variants applying forgetting and skill discovery concepts showed a high performance.
The knowledge tracing model can utilize not only (q t , r t ), but also various side information, such as a description of exercises or the first response time of students. On the traditional machine learning basis, there was a difficulty for the expert to make hand-crafted features directly in order to analyze these data. Due to the development of deep learning, latent representation can be effectively extracted from side information. Auto-encoder (Hinton and Salakhutdinov 2006) converts high-dimensional side information into lowdimensional features (Zhang et al. 2017b) , and a bidirectional LSTM-based exercise-enhanced recurrent neural network (EERNN) used text description as the side information (Su et al. 2018) . Memory augmented neural network (Santoro et al. 2016 ) has a larger capacity (degree of freedom) than RNN and LSTM as it uses external memory, which shows excellent performance in some tasks. A DKVMN (Zhang et al. 2017a) , which is a memory augment neural network-based model, can analyze the level of understanding of each concept as BKT and utilize the correlation between concepts as DKT. The DKVMN adopts a key memory and a value memory. The key memory stores the representation of N concepts involved in exercises, and the value memory stores the student's mastery level for each concept. With read and write operations to these two memories, the DKVMN updates the student's knowledge state.
Methodology
A student interplays with an ITS, and the ITS can observe an interaction (so-called knowledge growth signal) x t = (q t , r t ) at time step t, where q t ∈ [1, Q] is an ex- ercise tag (ID), where Q is the number of exercises, and r t ∈ {0, 1} is the correctness of the student response. KT is a supervised learning problem in that given past interactions X = (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x t ) and a new exercise q t+1 , predicts the probability of answering correctly (i.e., p(r t+1 = 1|q t+1 , X)) (Corbett and Anderson 1994; Piech et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2017a ). In every time step, KT updates the knowledge state of the student given the knowledge growth signal (q t , r t ). Figure 2 shows our proposed knowledge tracing model which improves the learning and forgetting mechanism of the DVKMN (Zhang et al. 2017a ).
The DKVMN model has two types of memory: key memory and value memory. The key memory M The DKVMN model performs four processes: attention, read, write and optimization. Given an exercise tag q t and the student's knowledge state S t at a time step t, the attention process produces an attention vector w t ∈ R N between q t and each N latent concepts The read process receives the w t from the attention process and outputs p(r t = 1|S t , q t ). The write process receives (q t , r t ), and updates the value memory (M v t → M v t+1 ) by adding and erasing values. In the optimization process, the loss function are calculated, and then the parameters of DKVMN are updated.
We introduce adaptive knowledge growth that utilize the current knowledge state in the write process, and we also added negative influence loss to regularize the degree of forgetting in the optimization process.
Attention process
The input q t is embedded to a key vector k t ∈ R d k by multiplying an embedding matrix A ∈ R Q×d k . w t is computed by taking the softmax of the inner product of k t and M k t (i) as follows (Zhang et al. 2017a) :
where M k t (i) and w t (i) are key memory slot and the attention weight of the i th concept.
Read process
The read process retrieves the attended knowledge state of the student from a value matrix M v t using w t , and predicts the probability of answering q t correctly.
The read content vector r t ∈ R dv provides the overall understanding level of the student for each concept by the concept-wise weighted sum of M v t (i) and w t (i) (Zhang et al. 2017a) as follows:
where M v t (i) means the knowledge state of the i th concept. To utilize the information of q t , the DKVMN concatenates r t and k t to represent the summary vector f t as follows (Zhang et al. 2017a):
where W 1 and b 1 denote the weight and the bias of the fully connected layer respectively. The probability p t = P (r t = 1|S t ) of q t is computed from f t .
where W 2 and b 2 denote the trainable parameters of the last fully connected layer.
Write process
The write process updates
. To update M v t , the given knowledge growth signal (q t , r t ) is embedded to a knowledge growth vector v t ∈ R dv by multiplying with an embedding matrix B ∈ R 2Q×dv (Zhang et al. 2017a). However, v t is independent of the current knowledge state of the student since v t only depends on (q t , r t ). As shown in Figure 3A , we expand v t to adaptive knowledge growth v adap t that contains the student's current knowledge state S t . There are some candidates of S t such as the read content r t and summary vector f t . We choose f t as the student's current knowledge since f t involves the concept mastery level of the student with k t and c t , and v adap t is defined as follows: Motivated from the operations of LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997), an erase vector e t ∈ R dv and an add vector a t ∈ R dv are exploited to erase unnecessary information and add new information (Zhang et al. 2017a) as follows:
where D, E, b e , and b a are the trainable parameters of each fully connected layer. Then M v is updated for each concept as follows (Zhang et al. 2017a):
where i ∈ [1, N ] is an index for a concept. M v updates adaptively because e t and a t depends on v adap t so that we can improve the learning mechanism of the DKVMN.
Optimization process
To improve the predictive performance for a given exercise, the DKVMN is trained with the cross-entropy loss L ce (Zhang et al. 2017a):
In this paper, we define the forgetting of (q t , r t ) as the decrease in the probability of answering correctly as follows:
where S t+1 is updated from S t given (q t = i, r t = 1) and i, j ∈ [1, Q] are exercise IDs. In DKVMN, L ce is calculated based on p t = P (r t = 1|q t = j, S t ) from the read process. S t is updated in the write process, and p t+1 = P (r t+1 = 1|q t+1 = j, S t+1 ) is not computed and does not affect the current loss function. That is, since the correct calculation of p t+1 does not directly reduce the loss, the probability of answering exercises correctly at the time t + 1 in the DKVMN model training process can be reduced, which is defined as model-oriented forgetting. As shown in Figure 3B , we add a negative influence loss term L ne to reduce model-oriented forgetting, by analyzing the total prediction probability. Given S t , the total prediction probability vector p t ∈ R Q is defined as follows:
L ne is the squared error for the probability difference only when the positive knowledge growth signal (q t = i, r t = 1) has forgetting as follows:
The objective function is then L ce + αL ne where α is a hyper-parameter. If α is excessively large, data-oriented forgetting as well as model-oriented forgetting are removed, reducing the predictive performance of the model. Conversely, if α is too small, model-oriented forgetting with negative influence can not be removed sufficiently. It is important to find α which can remove model-oriented forgetting without reducing AUC.
Computation of p t requires Q times attention and write processes because the DKVMN can calculate only one p t (i) for the given q t = i. To reduce the required computation, we propose L 
Proposed metric: positive update ratio (PUR)
We propose a positive update ratio (PUR) ∈ [0, 1] as the metric for measuring data-oriented and model-oriented forgetting together. First, we define a positive influence PI t (i) ∈ [0, Q] as a metric that counts how many of the Q exercises increase p t+1 when q t = i, r t = 1:
where 1 ∈ [0, 1] denotes an indicator function. Based on this, PUR t is defined as follows:
PUR t depends on the time step t because the positive influence of the exercise can vary on current knowledge state. To compare PURs of different models in the same knowledge state, we define the PUR as PUR 0 . The closer the PUR is to 0, the more forgetting occurs, and vice-versa. When PUR = 1, there is no data-oriented forgetting and model-oriented forgetting. This can be interpreted Table 2 : Performance evaluation of original DKVMN and proposed models in terms of area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC), and positive update ration (PUR). The average and standard deviation of AUC and PUR are calculated on 10 repeated experiments. 
Experimental Results

Dataset
We used four widely used public benchmarks: Synthetic-5, ASSISTments2009. ASSISTment2015, and Statics2011, the statistics of which are reported in Table 1 . If a student continues to correct the exercise and then misses that exercise, it can be interpreted as being a forgetting pattern and the ratio of this pattern (positive to negative: pos2neg) can be calculated from the dataset. Similarly, if a student continues to miss the exercise and then answers correctly, it can be seen as a learning pattern and the ratio of this pattern (negative to positive: neg2pos) can be calculated. As shown in Table 1 , the Synthetic-5 dataset contains 4,000 students (the number of sequence of q t , r t ), 50 exercise tags, and 200,000 records (the total number of q t , r t ). The ASSISTments2009 dataset has 4,151 students, 110 exercise tags, and 325,637 records. The ASSISTments2015 dataset contains 19,840 sequences, 100 exercise tags, and 683,801 q t , r t pairs. The Statics2011 dataset has 333 students, 1,223 questions, and 189,297 records.
Synthetic-5 is a dataset proposed in DKT citedkt, which is generated data based on IRT (Embretson and Reise 2013) . Synthetic-5 does not have a forgetting pattern because IRT itself does not consider forgetting. In addition, exercises do not appear in duplicate in Synthetic-5 because it assumes that students solve exercises 1 to 50 in turn (pos2neg=0, neg2pos=0). Based on these facts, we can see that the synthetic dataset has no forgetting pattern. According to a previous study (Khajah, Lindsey, and Mozer 2016) , the BKT model, extended to consider forgetting, showed an improvement in performance for all datasets apart from the Synthetic-5 dataset, attributed to the characteristics of this dataset.
ASSISTment2009, ASSISTment2015, and Statics2011 are real datasets, where a student can solve duplicate exercises and pos2neg and neg2pos are calculated accordingly. Particularly, pos2neg shows low values of 2.13%, 1.42%, and 0.41%, respectively.
Adaptive knowledge growth
According to Table 2 , the predictive performances (AUC) of all real datasets, except Synthetic-5, improve when v adap is used instead of v for knowledge growth. In contrast, when v adap is used instead of v for the Synthetic-5 dataset, the performance decreases from 0.8308 ± 0.0025 to 0.8230 ± 0.0011. As previously mentioned, the Synthetic-5 dataset is based on the IRT theory and assumes that the knowledge state of the student is fixed. Therefore, it can be considered that v adap has an adverse effect on prediction performance. For real datasets, the AUC values are increased by taking the current knowledge state into account when calculating knowledge growth.
The adaptive knowledge growth improves the PUR on all real datasets except Synthetic-5, although it is not aimed to reduce forgetting. Therefore, it can be seen that updating according to the current state also prevents unnecessary forgetting.
Negative influence loss
There is only model-oriented forgetting in the Synthetic-5 dataset, because the Synthetic-5 dataset has no data-oriented forgetting. As shown in Table 2 , when the knowledge growth is v for the Synthetic-5, the AUC increases from 0.8303 to 0.8320, and the PUR increases from 0.7483 to 0.9990 for α = 0, 0.1, respectively. The PUR increases as L ne reduces the overestimated forgetting (model-oriented forgetting), and then predictive performance also increases. When α is larger than 1, we observe that both the AUC and the PUR decrease. The predictive performance decreases because the optimization process focuses on minimizing L rather than L ce . The PUR decreases due to the large step size from α that prevents a stable convergence.
We defines optimal PUR, measured when DKVMN has lowest degree of forgetting, while preserving the predictive performance. According to the extensive experiments, we find the optimal PUR (bold in Table 2 for each real dataset. Hence, L ne with a proper α can reduce model-oriented forgetting while modeling data-oriented forgetting. The optimal PURs are 0.98 0.99, which indicate the data-oriented forgetting is small. We can deduce that optimal PURs are high from the small pos2neg ratio of all three real datasets.
Average prediction probability
To observe how DKVMN models estimate the knowledge state of the student, we calculate average prediction probability p t /Q . At time step t, the student is given q t sequentially, and always answer correctly (r t = 1) for the q t . Finally at time step Q (the number of total exercise), the student answers correctly all exercises without duplication.
As shown in Figure 4 , all proposed models reach higher average prediction probability than original DKVMN. All proposed models outperforms the original DKVMN in terms of AUC, and therefore the proposed models estimate student knowledge state more accurately. In addition, models with L ne show smaller degree of fluctuation than models without L ne that means L ne regularizes forgetting of the KT model effectively.
Discussion
The decrease in the probability of answering correctly due to model-oriented forgetting reduces the reliability that the DKVMN works like a real student. The DKVMN with model-oriented forgetting then cannot be used in ITS. In particular, it would be difficult to apply reinforcement learning (RL) (Sutton and Barto 1998; Zhao et al. 2017; Choi et al. 2018) to recommend appropriate contents to the current knowledge state when model-oriented forgetting prevails. In RL, it is crucial to define suitable rewards; however, a reward defined in any way based on the KT model with model-oriented forgetting may not function properly. Since the benefits from a proper exercise recommendation can be enormous, reducing model-oriented forgetting is important.
The optimal PUR is the PUR measured when the modeloriented forgetting is lowest while preserving the dataoriented forgetting (predictive performance). We find the optimal PUR by experiments, but it would be possible to calculate the optimal PUR theoretically. Furthermore, we believe that there is a correlation between the optimal PUR and the pos2neg ratio. Due to the complexity of the neural network, this theoretical approach remains as challenging future work.
Generally, the forgetting is decrease in concept mastery level. We define the forgetting as decrease in probability, not concept mastery level. Negative influence loss term L ne focuses on the change in probability of answering correctly. This can be considered as indirect regularization of the change in mastery level of concept through probability shifts. DKVMN assumes that the value memory represents the knowledge state of concepts. Regularizing the change in concept mastery level on the memory layer would be possible and might provide the insight of the internal operation.
We focus on the situation that the students answer correctly and do not consider wrong response. When the response of the student is wrong, the decrease in probability of answering correctly can be interpreted as tracing the knowledge state or forgetting. Factoring the result of answering wrongly to tracing and forgetting can be challenging research topic.
Conclusion
Our proposed knowledge tracing model introduces adaptive knowledge growth and a negative influence loss term to improve the learning and forgetting process of the original DKVMN, respectively. We have also proposed a new metric PUR that can be used to evaluate the forgetting of the KT model. We believe that the proposed approaches can closely resemble a real student's learning and forgetting process and is more reliable than existing models.
